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Appendix A

Cover Letter and Questionnaire

Dillon Weerasinghe,

MBA Student,

Faculty of Engineering and Computing, 

University of Moratuwa 

12.02.2014

To:

I am a student currently reading for my MBA at the University of Moratuwa.

For the fulfillment of the above program, I am undertaking a survey titled Impact of Supply Chain 

Automation on Supply Chain Delivery of Large Scale Apparel Organizations in Sri Lanka. The 

main objective of this research is to gain a better understanding of the value addition of automation 

in the Delivery segment of an organization’s supply chain and its impact on the entire supply chain 

of the organization at Strategic, Tactical and Operational Levels. I have selected you because of 

your engagement in <department> and as a valued employee in your company.

This Questionnaire contains three sections namely Delivery Performance Measurements,

Supply Chain Delivery Performance and Personal Information of the respondents. In each 

section you will be provided instructions as to how you should respond to the statements in each 

section. Please note that this questionnaire is being conducted purely in the interests of academic 

research. The data you provide in this questionnaire will not be disclosed to anyone m your 

organization or to any party that you deal with and would be treated with the utmost confidentiality 

and data about individuals will not be revealed to anyone. I would greatly appreciate if you could

help me in this study by responding to this questionnaire.
can return this questionnaire on or before 28/02/2014.I would be thankful to you, if you

Thank you 

Yours faithfully 

Dillon Weerasinghe
For any clarifications you can contact me on 

E. Mail: dill on weerasj nghc@gmai 1 .com

0773955462
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JJESTIONNATDp

This Questionnaire contains three sections namely Delivery A 

ry Perform
ns as to how you should

spect of the Supply Chain in theOrganization, Supply Chain Delive

you will be provided instructio ance and Personal Information In each section
respond to the statements.

Section 1 - Performance Measurements

In this section, you are provided with 31 statements describing the delivery aspect of the supply 
chain your company, relation t0 the Mowing sattmo,a yon need ^ ^ „

winch each of the following statements appropriately expresses the behavior of you, company. 

Five different possible responses are given below along with numbers to designate each response.

1 - Strongly Disagree

2 - Disagree

3 - Neither agrees nor disagrees

4 - Agree

5 - Strongly Agree

The number of each possible response are given in the cells in front of each statement, and you 

kindly requested to indicate the extent to which each of the following statements 

appropriately expresses the nature of the delivery aspect in your company by crossing the 

most relevant box in front of each statement.

are
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Question
1 2 4 53

Reduction in Lead times

1. The time fromprak^^ 

constant

2. Transportation mode^changeTare
time reduction.

customer order delivered remains

accommodated frequently for delivery

3. Time between cmn^i^f^r^^ment ofvehicle/vessel remains
constant.

4. Manufacturing lead iuWT^mer order remains constant.--------------

5. Information sharing for lead time reduction is a common practice among 

your customers.

On time Delivery/ on time Order fill

6. Customer orders always meet REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE.

7. You are always able to provide the requested quantity on the requested date

8. You request changes to the delivery quantity prior to delivery date

9. Many orders are shipped earlier than latest ship date.

10. The number of shipments held at warehouse due to shipment booking delays
are high. ■ __________________ _

Percentage of FG in transit

11. The request to change shipping mode for shipments per month is high

n The percentage of finished goods per month compared to total orders

fulfilled is low.___________________
13. The frequency of deliveries per customer

shipped in full)_______
14. The delays or issues faced for

order is less, (i.e most orders are

in transit shipments per month is high

to understand shipment quantities for
15. The number of customer requests

16, in y0“compmy 

is high
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dumber of faultless invoicefTafad

19. The number of 

submission is less.
20. The number of invoices " ------

with additional work is less.

require clarification prior to 

per month that have discrepancies that are cleared

21. The number of delayedp^/mc^its per customer due to i
invoice errors is high

Flexibility of Delivery systems for customer needs

22. The instances that your organization adapts to customer needs per order is
high

23. In the event of a customer's special need for a delivery, your organization is
able to meet the delivery date

24. In the event of a customer's special need for a delivery, your organization is 
able to meet the delivery quantity

25. In the event of a customer's special need for a delivery, the chances of your 
shipment quantity meeting the quality requirements at destination is high.

26. The number of your customers that request special needs of delivery as a 

percentage is high _______________________________
Total distribution Cost

27. The ability to track net profit at an item/ product level is easy.

28. The number of FCL shipments per month of your company is high

29. The number of LCL shipments per month of your company is high

30. xhe number of direct shipments to your destinations per month is high

season of shipments in the future31. The ability to correctly forecast costs per

is easy.

/f°r\
| LIBRARY f
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Section 2 - gui jy Chain Deiivp; Performanop

In this section, you are provided with 12 statements
Performance. In relation to the following statements, you neoi to indicate thTextem to^which each

appropriately expresses the level of performance in the supply 
delivery segment. Five different possible

of the following statements
chain

responses are given below along with numbers to
designate each response.

1 - Strongly Disagree

2 - Disagree

3 - Neither agrees nor disagrees

4 - Agree

5 - Strongly Agree

The number of each possible response is given in the cells in front of each statement, and you 

kindly requested to indicate the extent to which each of the following statements appropriately 

expresses the level of organizational performance in your company by crossing the most relevant 

box in front of each statement.

are

3 4 521Strategic level

32. Time it takes for your company to deliver goods to a customer order is high

33. The number of rejected products prior to shipment is high

al documentation in your company is mgn34. Use of paper and manu
g—^^n^toi—^dproduc. pricing ^isitsof,our

35. The
company is high
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Tactical level
1 2 3 4 5

36. The time yomcom^^~^^T~rr------------—__________

£2“ ‘ purch“e
with partners or 3rd parties is 

not dela7~payments"
easy

to suppliers nor salaries to
38. The company do-es 

employees
39. The company has

of goods.
40. The company is orders amidst orders that

are currently work m progress.
Operational level ----------------

3 4 51 2

41. The company is able to handle technical clarifications required for delivery 
a day to day basis without help from customer or 3rd parties

42. The company does not vary from agreed schedule of activities with
customers

43. The rejections and rework on orders from your company is less.

on

Additional Comments
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Section3 —Personal Tnf»ritmin||

questionnaire refers to background 

provide the information about yourself by"
44. Gender

This section of the
or biographical information. You 

crossing the most relevant box under each category.
can

Male 1
Female 2

45. Your job category?
Non-manager 1
Manager 2
Senior Manager 3
Vice President 4

President 5

Chief Executive Officer/Chief Strategy Officer 6

46. How long have you been with the company?
11-3 years
24-6 years
37-9 years
410-12 years

47. Your highest education?
1Advanced Level
2Diploma
3Bachelors
4Masters
5Professional

Thank you for your cooperation!
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Appendix B

Transcripts of Interviews 
Organizations

Conducted to Assess Level of A
utomation in Target

Interview with Company 1.

r>ate: 20/11/2014-10:00am

1. Please state your designation? Manager - Operations
2' “team/S OT memberS d° y°U °Verl°0k/ rep°rt t0 y°u? ^ structure, 12 plants

3. How long have you served in this organization? 12 y
4. How long have you been engaged in the apparel sector in total? 17years
5. How many brands/customers does your organization supply to? 6 brands and own brand

ears

Level of Automation in the Material Flow

6. How do you maintain your Raw Material details? Purchasing, Inventory and replenishment.
a. Mainly through SAP. Ordering, Consume and Scrapping - through SAP. Warehouse 

Management (inventory)
7. Do you submit ASNs for all the brands you supply to?

a. 90% through some system (GTN, Mercury, Nike Connect)
8. If so what percentage of it is system based?

a. 90% (as above)
9. How many types of machines are used in your production lines? To achieve finished goods.

i. Auto spreader (85%)
ii. Auto cutters (90%)

iii. Plotter - marker making (large scale printer) (90%)
iv. Sewing machines

1. Flat locks (50%)
2. Single needle (10% automation)
3. Overlook (30%)
4. Flat seam (60%)
5. Kansai (waist band for boxer shorts) (75%)
6. Bar tack machines (90%)

v. Embroidery (95% automation -pattern given
vi. Automated screen printing machines (90%)

vii. Sublimation printing machines (95%)
Fabric inspection (10%)

- machine does rest)

viii

r? What machines do they interact with that
10. What work do operators do on the production floo 

need minimal human input?
a. Based on answer to q. 9-

11. Any area of the material flow that you 
currently error prone or low performing.

more automation less human interaction
consider that automation would add value. That is
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a. Fabric inspection
b. Material Handling-CPI

!!: *emoval °ff^r is expensive
10 « v, “ffUL0W Costfiber bas contaminations 

a. Covered above

a. Rem Materials (m~Mmndshipmms ^ h°W/where is 11113 “umcated?

i. We work with Pre

y, machining, material handling, etc. are

::

Ui. 80 /o of RM orders are created based on customer P0
iv. Customer order is issued - 90 days prior to shipment date
v. Normal timing from Customer P0 receipt to RM in-house is about 60 days

vi. In certain cases we replenish RM based on pre agreed forecast with the 
customer— Demand Pull not based on P0. We ship whenever the customer 
requires and the RM will be ready in-house.

b. Finished Goods
i. Customer agreement - NIKE — 3 lead time programs. 45 days, 60 days, 7 days 

(demandpull) -pre agreed timing
14. On a scale of l to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 

your company in material flow?
a. 2 (majority of automation is on shop floor - manufacturing. Floor)

Level of Automation in the Information Flow

15. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 above use systems to deliver orders?
a. 80%

16. How often do subordinates need clarification from you? Their work independence on systems...
a. 60% J ,

17. In a given situation how informed are you of the status of processes. Automated alerts and reports
that are sent to you independent of personnel?

a. Production floor - 70%
b. Finished goods - 95%

18. On ascateof 1-1 how dependent are your organizations processes on systems? (i.e.: cannot 

proceed without a system update or event?)

a. 75%
19. What type of interfaces do you have into an 

systems)?
a. N/A = SAP mainly
b. Ihrm for attendance and HR related info.

20. On a scale of I to 10 ft. »e* » « H* >»» — ** *

ly in the information flow?

d out of your main applications (ERP, MRP, Finance

your compai 
a. 7
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fpvel of Automation in the Funds Fimy

21. What percentage of brands in O 5
a. 60%

22. Are payments to your shipments automated?

23. Howmany

24. How many people me involved in »o„-sys,em „laM invoice

systems to receive invoices?

25‘ toc^atThe yea^of^erfom^iwTa^dTnd^hKe detaHs?aUt0mateC* Pr°CeSS? H°W iS * * '0°k

a. 75% easy
26. How do you reconcile payment to shipment to nrH.r information?

a. In SAP. 75%o automated. 25% manual checking
27. What are your current payment triggers? Are they manual (paper approvals) or system-triggered 

(e.g., once the Customs Receipt is entered, forward the invoice to Accounts Payable)?
a. Based on SAP triggers.

28. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 
your company in the funds flow?

a. 10 all fund related info in SAP. All accounting functions done through SAP.

General comments;

29. When is automation inappropriate?
a. Problem solving — abnormality in any process. Shouldn’t depend on a system. Human 

judgment needs to be used.
30. What do you think are the main challenges or drawbacks of implementing automation into the 

supply chain Delivery in your organization?
a. Innovation mindset
b. Automation will limit people looking for new knowledge - mediocre

31. Which areas currently create the most issues/ inefficiencies in your point of view today?
a Finished goods handling.process - store cartons, trace cartons, shipment needs to be 

converted to cash early. Alert of aged shipments. No data to know if shipments can be

Itiple forwarders. Agreements with forwarders. Automated

-paper, files, customs requirements is still like

advanced.
b. Shipment booking process 

booking once shipment is approved.
c. Commercial and Logistics process 

1970s... more paper approvals.
d. and material handling

32. Do you use a proprietary or externa
a. SAP

33. Are there any business steps that happen au
a. BOM (bill of materials) creation
b. Sales order creation
c. PLM (product lifecycle managemen

- mu

lly developed purchasing system? What is the system?

tomatically? (e.g.: replenishment order creation?)

- development side
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d MRP-MaterialResource Pl„m- ,
reconciliation process - fulh Z"8 T*BOM and Sa<

34. mat do you like about the current ^1?°'

«. Lean philosophy - shaving offexces^faT^'' d°n’t like t0 change> 
*'• Additional inventory 7 “ ehmnate wasleM activities 

“■ Additional transportation 
Hi. Motion-short movements.
iv. Rework

es Order) -final

35. What will make your job easier and 
Answered earlier would like to change if you could? 

- areas to be automated.
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Interview with Company 2.

Date of meeting: 20/11/2014 ine: 3:30pm
1. Please state your designation? Deo C

team evel

5. How many brands/customers does your ^ ^ 19 years
organization supply to? 20

Level of Automation in the ^

6. How do you maintain your Raw Material details? Pu
a. First to implement SAP in LK in 2000
b. A ll material data in SAP 

Do you submit ASNs for all the brands you supply to?
a. 60% on electronic ASNs

8. If so what percentage of it is system based?
a. 60%

9. How many types of machines are used in your production lines? To achieve finished goods.
a. Cutting operations
b. Cutting plans
c. Panels finishing at a line.

i. Operator presses button
ii. Alert goes to cutting

iii. Robot delivers new bundle to operator.
iv. To reduce waiting time
v. Operator efficiency linked to pay. (more panels more money)

10. What work do operators do on the production floor? What machines do they interact with that 
need minimal human input?

a. Lean operations - show results to everyone - reports efficiency visible to everyone, even 
operators

b. Alerts to notify machine failures
c. Ability to stop the line and fix the problem without continuing and getting defect products

rchasing, Inventory and replenishment.

7.

11. Any area of the material flow that you consider that automation would add value? That is 

currently error prone or low performing?
a. Material inspection

i Currently manual inspection
ii Don't want to inspect fabric, but can 7 depend on suppliers.

b. Sewing operation -cut panels M operator. RFID to monitor

etc. are

location of ma
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13. When do you first know of an unn •
* WEB pomlfor l„M, ti“» ,inp T"*ere * this comm„„icM?

Shvmm,
b. On outbound shipment* ,

14. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to vefv TOl md Upda!es
your company in material flow? y ‘8h’ h°W WOuld rale the level of automation in

a. 8

Level of Automation in th». Tnfnrmatini1 ^

15. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 above 
a. 60% use systems to deliver orders?

16' s;b°rdinates need clarification from you? Their
a. 30% of the time need clarifications
b. Due to human

work independence on systems...

error.

a. From RM to GR point everything is in the system.
b. In transit or at suppliers end is not visible
c. 50%

18. On a scale of 1 - 5 how dependent are your organizations processes 
proceed without a system update or event?) 

a. 5

reports

on systems? (i.e.: cannot

19. What type of interfaces do you have into and out of your main applications (ERP, MRP, Finance 
systems)?

a. SAP
20. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 

your company in the information flow?
a. 6

Level of Automation in the Funds Flow

21. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 use systems to receive invoices? 
a. 60%

22. Are payments to your shipments automated?
a. 60%

23. How many people are involved in raising invoices using systems?
a. Invoices raised automatically. Not manual

24. How many people are involved in non-system related invoice processes?
a. Invoice created automatically-drafted in SAP. . . .

managed through an automated process? How easy is it to look25. Are chargebacks and deductions
back at the year of performance and find these details? 

a. End customer no problem

ds indicate fill amount and asks for paymenti. Suppliers
26. How do yourecfndSmenttosbiPment t0 orisi informatlon? 

a Extension from SAP - developed locally.
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27. What are your current payment triggers'? ArP m
(e.g once the Customs Receipt is entered forwSdThe"^1 approvaIs)or system-triggered 

a Credit terms agreed with suppliers h mvoice t0 Accounts Payable)?
b. From invoice date
c. 65% suppliers offer 60 dt
d. 5% advance ay credit

payment
e. Rest in 30 - 45% days 

28 On LITUo Z "your conlpaiiy £Z ftTZT “ ^ «. tev. of in

a. 9 (balance sheet is via SAP) 
b- All accounting functions in SAP

General comments:

29. When is automation inappropriate?
a. Detailed products - high detail and frequent variations in styles
b. Actual sewing
c. designing

30. What do you think are the main challenges or drawbacks of implementing automation into the 
supply chain Delivery in your organization?

a. Frequent changes of information -from customers
b. Varying customer requirements
c. Product changes (style A, changes just few days before shipment, changes all data in 

SAP)
d. Good for long run less variable products

31. Which areas currently create the most issues/ inefficiencies in your point of view today?
a. Material inspection

32. Do you use a proprietary or externally developed purchasing system? What is the system?
a. SAP

33. Are there any business steps that happen automatically? (e.g.: replenishment order creation?)
a. All accounting and material planning

34. What do you like about the current business process? (i.e.: don’t like to change)
a. Current processes of working
b. System reporting of SAP. 

i. Helps analyzing.
What will make your job easier and would like to change if you could? 

a. Same level of knowledge base of peers and sub ordinates
35.
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Interview with Company 3.

Date of meeting: 21/11/2014 o*

5. How many brands/customers does your lsectori11

Level of Automation in the MatPriai v\—

6. How do you maim™ y„„r ^ Mlttti„ deW|s? Purch 
a AX-in built system with Microsoft.
b. Except final export documentation everything else covered in AX 

Do you submit ASNs for all the brands you supply to? 
a. 60% use ASNs

8. If so what percentage of it is system based4? 
a. 60%

9. How many types of machines are used in your production lines? To achieve finished goods.
a. Fabric Cutting — 10% (but doesn 7 use scissors)
b. Layering -95%
c. Loop making machine - 95%
d. Ironing - 100%o
e. Stretching - 90% 
f Folding machine -85%
g. Kansai/ waist band machine - 75%
h. Waistband corner stitch -95% (stitch pattern programmed into machine to sew round 

corners and any design. No human errors and more speed sewing round patterns)
i. Label back patch machine - 90%
j. Rotary Iron machine (waist band) -100%
k. Waistband top button joint - 80%
1 Pocket setter - 90% 
m. Loop attach - 90%

10. What work do operators do on the production floor? What machines do they interact with that 

need minimal human input?

11. Any^rea of thTmaterial flow that you consider that automation would add value? That is

currently error prone or low performing?
a. Currently issues with export module 

i Customer invoice vs. AX invoicing
b. Raw Material - to check with Stores personnel

1.

in total? 23 years 
organization supply to? 20 brands

ventory and replenishment.

7.

7.
2. Like to see conv
3. Like to see JIT

c. FG side
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currently cleaned out manually byvacuum.

FMfngr machine trendy makes som 

ln an event that the 
small sized

-mJs;»"»«»*■»■<* <****
completed. 

anufacturing tasks, such as assembl12. How much of the m
y, machining, material handling, etcdone manually?

a. Inspection - manual eye checking
b. Sewing °

. are

i3- Whr5SS-
Z>. AX has the shipment plan information 
c. Planner will update AX with the shipment schedule

14. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 
your company in material flow?

a. 4- Product requires manual work.

Level of Automation in the Information Flow

15. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 above use systems to deliver orders?
a. 60%

16. How often do subordinates need clarification from you? Their work independence on systems...
a. 10%

17. In a given situation how informed are you of the status of processes. Automated alerts and reports 
that are sent to you independent of personnel?

a. Production issues - direct to me
b. Forwarder issues via email
c. Mostly through email.
d. AX doesn ’t provide status information

18. On a scale of 1 - 5 how dependent are your organizations processes on systems? (i.e.:
proceed without a system update or event?)

a 3 (ifAX doesn’t work, manual AD (Advise of Dispatch) or excel based processes used as
back up or contingency planning

19. What type of interfaces do you have into and out of your main applications ( 

systems)?

,oli
your company in the information flow . 

a. 8

Level of Automation in tbA ^||nds Flow

21. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 use sys

a. 40% .o
22. Are payments to your shipments automated.

cannot

, MRP, Finance

terns to receive invoices?
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a. 40% automated. GTNexus dov

*■ HTX“red in
b. Entire - 90%

24. How many people are involved in „„„ . ,
a. Exports = Excel based - fabric/r ^ ^ mVoice Processes?

25. Are chargebacks and deductions manased^^!, mV°'Ces 
back at the year of performance and find thSa”™^ Pr°CeSS? H°W

a. On a scale of 1 — 4 using AX
26. How do you reconcile Mmenttoshimtoorda information?

a. AXjor invoicing
c AxlTatTTT CheChfunds Vs Maud shipment information.

„ w, : °fa dlscreP<™y between settlement and shipment value.
Tc aZrZ rT Pnyment tnSgerS? Are they manual (paper approvals) or system-triggered 
(e.g., once the Customs Receipt is entered, forward the invoice to Accounts Payable)?

a. Most of RM suppliers through LC (90% on LC)
b. Upon doc receipt paid via bank
c. Any shortages worked directly with RM supplier and tracked in AX for debit note.

28. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 
your company in the funds flow? - 3 questions

a. 9.5%

General comments;

29. When is automation inappropriate?
a. High detail products
b. Variations

30. What do you think are the main challenges or drawbacks of implementing automation into the 
supply chain Delivery in your organization?

a. Knowledge level
i. Resistance to change

31. Which areas currently create the most issues/ inefficiencies in your point of view today?
a. Material handling - damages
b. Washing-extra drying (measurement problems)

i Not following operating instruction (stone wash, extra softer, dye usage)
ii Causes in re-work resulting in delays of production and garment airfreight 

(more cost), short shipments, order cancellations or order more RMto replace

order to cust°"^m^ deveIoped purchasing system? What is the system?

= 10%
easy is it to look

32. Do you use a proprietary or
a. AX-inbuilt - Microsoft - partnership replenishment order creation?)

33. Are there any business steps that happen automatically? (e.g.. replenish

* ^=-r^:d“',lik'”oh“ee>
b. Job security - no
c. Value of people
d. Accept mistakes through trust if you could?

35. What will make your job easier and wou
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I ^X~ZZT^PP rtmg systems (customs, other buyer or 3rd
party systems)
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Interview with Company 4.

nate of meeting 21/11/2014 at 4-nnp^

1. Please state your designation? Asst. Mgr IT/ it
2. How many team/s or members do you werlook/tn

10 (factories), 8 - 10 data entry operators "
3. How long have you served in this organization? 72+ w

Level of Automation in the Material j?\oy/

ort to you? Direct report - 3, each factory

6 tior°yE~:^ ^ -—
7. Do you submit ASNs for all the brands you supply to?

a. 80-90% on automated ASNs 
b- 10% for local market without ASN

8. If so what percentage of it is system based?
a. As above

9. How many types of machines are used in your production lines? To achieve finished goods.
a. Production Floor

i. 70% automated machines (with 30% manual work) — includes human 
interaction.

b. Cutting
i. Fully automated (90%)

ii. 100% manual cutting also available
10. What work do operators do on the production floor? What machines do they interact with that 

need minimal human input?
a. Elektra Auto cutters
b. Sewing machines - automatic process of cutting the collars of shirts

11. Any area of the material flow that you consider that automation would add value? That is 
currently error prone or low performing?

a.. Fabric management 
i. Order

ii. Receive
1. Store in warehouse

iii. Inspect fabric
iv. Layer marking for cutting

lined between GRN info.Currently cutting dept, is being stream 

Tracking RM through barcodes. 
Customer order interpretation 

12. How much of the manufacturing tasks, such as 

done manually? 
a. 30%

to RM order is currently manually
bly, machining, material handling, etc. areassem
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4 s,°TZ^r^ZZ7h™™^h™14. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low Xov^wTT^ ERP system'
your company in material flow? ^ ,gh’ h°W W0U,d

a. 4

1 ,evel of Automation in the Information e^...

15. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 above
a. 90%

^r"„r
a. 60- 70% sends out information to related parties in the company

18. On a scale of 1 - 5 how dependent are your organizations processes 
proceed without a system update or event?)

a. 1 or 2, are not BENT on the system
19. What type of interfaces do you have into and out of your main applications (ERP, MRP, Finance 

systems)?
a. No. purely in house.

20. On a scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how would you rate the level of automation in 
your company in the information flow?

a. 5

Level of Automation in the Funds Flow

21. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 use systems to receive invoices?
a. 90%

22. Are payments to your shipments automated?
a. 10%

23. How many people are involved in raising invoices using systems?
a. 4 - 5

24. How many people are involved in non-system related invoice processes?

25. Are chargebacks and deductions managed through an automated process? How easy 
back at the year of performance and find these details?

a. 20-30%. Hard to find information on this.
26. How do you reconcile payment to shipment to order information.

system. Both work to track payments)
scale of 1 to 10 from very low to very high, how 

your company in the funds flow?

you rate the level of automation in

use systems to deliver orders?

independence on systems...

on systems? (i.e.: cannot

is it to look

m interacts with finance 

would you rate the level of automation in
28. On a
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a. 8

General comments*

29. When is automation inappropriate? 
a. Order booking

i- VMI -won’t work 
times

-don't want to be dependent on a system due to tight lead

work - short lead^time^hence raplbjwork smal1 quantities) - won’t

30. What do you dunk are the main challenges or drawbacks 
supply chain Delivery m your organization?

a. Culture -
b. Education level
c. Lack of professional people

i. More are experienced than educated. Due to garment industry.
u. Not strategic. Does what's needed to survive the day... Or boss’s view only. Not 

high level objectives
31. Which areas currently create the most issues/ inefficiencies in your point of view today?

a. RM receipt -

of implementing automation into the

resistance to change. Don 7 see value ofsy,stems

i. RM Order creation — last moment order creation, even after goods receipt
ii. Transferring orders while goods are on the way.

32. Do you use a proprietary or externally developed purchasing system? What is the system? 
a. WFX- answered earlier.

33. Are there any business steps that happen automatically? (e.g.: replenishment order creation?)
a. None.
b. Working on TNA (time and action calendar) to give out alerts of missed or incoming 

events.
34. What do you like about the current business process? (i.e.: don’t like to change)

a. ERP system and order booking system (buyer PO feedingprocess)
b. Production planning functions.

35. What will make your job easier and would like to change if you could?
a. Give more training and educate people
b. Recruit professionals to work
c. Career enrichment for better work.
d. Organization should be tech savvy and adopt new technologies
e. Change management - adopting change is a problem.
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Interview with Company 5.

nate of meeting: 13/01/2015 at 5:00^

1. Please state your designation? Head of Supply Chain

Level of Automation in the Material
ands

6. How do you maintain your Raw Material details? Purchasi 
a. M3 (Movex) - Lawson

finance - total ERP
Do you submit ASNs for all the brands you supply to? 

a. Yes 100%
8. If so what percentage of it is system based?

a. As above.
9. How many types of machines are used in your production lines? To achieve finished goods. And 

their level of automation in %?
a. About 10 types of machines

i. Fully automated (10%)
1. Bar tack
2. Button hole
3. Button attach

ii. 20-30% automation in the production floor
10. What work do operators do on the production floor? What machines do they interact with that 

need minimal human input?
a. Cutting, bundling, layering

11. Any area of the material flow that you consider that automation would add value? That is 
currently error prone or low performing?

a. Fabric inspection,
b. Picking RMfabric to match the end product (quality, color)

i. To match FIFO
12. How much of the manufacturing tasks, such as assembly, machining, material handling, etc.

done manually?^ rece/vmg, packing, shipping (mostly logistic operations)

13. When do you first know of an upcoming shipment, and how/where is this communicated.

a. Customer Order manually created in Movex

■4. o„ : “'tzzzisc »->•« - - - *
in material flow?

m8> Inventory and replenishment. 
nufacturing, procurement, order processing, warehouse,ma

7.

are

your company 
a. 2
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Level of Automation in fh» r„f„rn] |(|||

15. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 above
a. 100% 0ve

16. How often do subordinates
a- 10-2 0% of the time

that are sent to you °f Processes- Automated alerts and
‘ 8ZT time 1 ^ ^ inf°M *"«*» «•** Autocall

proceed without.a systemTpltl^em?! °r8aniZati°nS Pr°

19. What type of interfaces do you have i 
systems)?

n Flow

use systems to deliver orders?

need clarification from you? Their work independence
on systems...

reports

y and weekly

cesses on systems? (i.e.: cannot

nt° and out ofy°ur main applications (ERP, MRP, Finance

a. Fast React - Planning
on n ^ C,USt°Mer ’™°icing system - logistics system (home grown)

20- r** h~ - - - - - ~ -
a. 7

Level of Automation in the Funds Flow

21. What percentage of brands in Q. 5 use systems to receive invoices9
a. 100%

22. Are payments to your shipments automated?
a. No. manually checked.

23. How many people are involved in raising invoices using systems?
a. 3

24. How many people are involved in non-system related invoice processes?
a. 0 all brands use systems

25. Are chargebacks and deductions managed through an automated process? How easy is it to look 
back at the year of performance and find these details?

a. KPI called On Time Delivery (Quality, Quantity and Timeliness of order) - monitored 
weekly - automatically.

26. How do you reconcile payment to shipment to order information?
a. Done in Movex

27. What are your current payment triggers? Are they manual (paper approvals) or system-triggered 
(e.g., once the Customs Receipt is entered, forward the invoice to Accounts Payable)?

a. Local suppliers on Credit - 30 -45 days
b. LC or advance payment for new suppliers

28. On a scaleof UoZZZZ’X' » .’eryS, how would you raid .ha teal of..lorn.,ion in 

your company in the funds flow?
a. 4

General comments;

29. When is automation inappropriate?
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a. People (knowledge)
b. Funds allocated

31. Which areas currently create the most i
a. RM delivery
b. Quality o/RM
c. Internal planning

32. Do you T™'0' °aUses big issuesa. Yes -Movex * e'°Ped PUrChaSinS What is the system?

issues/ inefficiencies in your point of view today?

. Based on customer order next steps get created and planned - still in planning and R&D

34. What do you like about the current business process? (i.e.: don’t like to change)
a. N/A

35. What will make your job easier and would like to change if you could?
a. The process is very complex and Rigid... if possible to make steps simpler....
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